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CHAPTER 2. SHELTERBELTS AND WINDBREAKS: 
MATHEMATICAL MODELING AND 
COMPUTER SIMULATIONS OF TURBULENT FLOWS 
A paper published in the Annual Review of Fluid Dynamics, 2001, vol.33, 549-586 
Hao Wang, Eugene S. Takle, and Jinmei Shen 
Department of Computer Science and Department of Atmospheric Science 
Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa 50011, USA 
Abstract 
Shelterbelts or windbreaks have been used for centuries to reduce wind speed, to control heat 
and moisture transfer and pollutant diffusion, to improve climate and environment, and to 
increase crop yields; but only within the last few decades have systematic studies considered 
the aerodynamics and shelter mechanisms of shelterbelts and windbreaks. This is a review of 
recent modeling and numerical simulation studies as well as the mechanisms that control flow 
and turbulence around shelterbelts and windbreaks. We compare numerical simulations with 
experimental data and explain the relationships between sheltering effects and the structure of 
shelterbelts and windbreaks. We discuss how and why the desired effects are achieved by using 
numerical analysis. This chapter begins with the derivation of a general equation set for porous 
shelterbelts and windbreaks; the numerical model and simulation procedure are developed; 
unseparated and separated flows are predicted and characterized; the momentum budget and 
This article has been accepted for publication by Annual Reviews in a revised form.
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shelter mechanisms are analyzed; the effects of wind direction, density, width, and three 
dimensionality of shelterbelt structure on flow and turbulence are systematically described. 
Recent modeling and simulation of heat flux and évapotranspiration also are summarized. 
Finally, we discuss use of high-performance distributed and parallel computing as well as 
clusters of networked workstations to enhance performance of the model applied to simulations 
of shelterbelts and windbreaks. 
Introduction 
Humans always have used trees and large vegetation structures for protection from sun, wind, 
sand, and snow. With the advent of the agricultural era, planting of trees and other vegetation 
offered a natural means of protecting not only humans but crops and animals as well. Increased 
sophistication in agriculture and landscape management along with more intense interest in the 
physical and microclimatic interactions in heterogeneous plant ecosystems calls for more 
advanced understanding of the mechanisms by which the flow of air is modified by vegetative 
structures. The general case of flow through a porous three-dimensional heterogeneous 
vegetative structure is very complex, but simplification to a two-dimensional living barrier, such 
as a shelterbelt or windbreak, offers opportunity both to advance the science of turbulent flow 
and to apply such advanced principles to practical applications. We review recent advances in 
the theory of turbulent flow through vegetation and its application to agricultural shelterbelts. 
The primary effect of any shelterbelt or windbreak system is to reduce wind speed. 
Wind-speed reduction influences turbulent transport processes and modifies the microclimate 
in the sheltered zone. The amount of sheltering and the range of the sheltered zone depend on 
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the structure of the shelterbelt such as porosity, thickness, shape, and environmental conditions 
such as wind direction. Experimental studies of wind speed and turbulence have been done in 
the laboratory with .wind-tunnel models and at full scale in the field. Van Eimem (1964), 
Rosenberg (1979), McNaughton (1988), and Heisler & Dewalle (1988) provide interpretations 
of experimental data that have accumulated over the last half century. Most shelterbelt research 
reported in the literature has been experimental, emphasizing wind-speed reduction produced 
by shelterbelts. A full understanding of shelterbelt aerodynamics has been slow to accumulate, 
even for the relatively simple artificial linear barrier of uniform porosity resting on a uniform 
surface of infinite extent. 
Analytic solutions are somewhat easier to obtain for the far wake region (x > 10 H, 
where H is the height of the obstacle), well downstream of the obstacle itself; but for the region 
in which the protection is greatest (x < 10 H), the streamline shape becomes important, and 
quantitative results become rather complex and difficult to obtain analytically. Kaiser (1959) 
obtained an error-function formula by assuming that the momentum deficit in the sheltered 
region is replenished by diffusion of a passive scalar. This model does not have sufficient 
physics to describe complex turbulent flow interactions and cannot be expected to predict the 
location of maximum wind reduction. The complexity of the problem is discussed by Pate 
(1971) who identified more than 7 distinctive regimes of flow around shelterbelts or 
windbreaks. 
Pioneering theoretical work on flow within vegetative canopies was reported by Wilson 
& Shaw (1977) who derived the one-dimensional equations for nonbuoyant flow with large 
horizontal-plane averaging. Raupach and Shaw (1982) extended this work for horizontally 
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homogeneous canopies, and Finnigan (1985) generalized the area average to a volume average 
within the canopy. Theoretical and numerical modeling research specifically focusing on 
shelterbelts has been reported by Kaiser (1959), Plate (1971), Counihanetal(1974), and Hagen 
et al (1981). 
In the recent years, improvements in computers and computing techniques together with 
better numerical modeling and simulation techniques have allowed for deeper understanding 
of the aerodynamics and mechanisms of turbulent flow around shelterbelts and windbreaks. 
Development of a detailed basic understanding of the flow field is a complex analytical and 
numerical problem since a complete treatment requires a solution of the full turbulent Navier-
Stokes equations. 
r Extensions of aerodynamic flow models to include non-neutral effects in the atmosphere 
requires that attention be given to effects of both heating and moisture. Evaporation from the 
soil surface and transpiration by plants depend on the availability and movement of moisture 
in the soil. And the partitioning of incoming solar radiation at the surface into reflected solar 
energy, sensible heating of the atmosphere, evaporation, and heat transfer to the soil require we 
also include multiple layers of soil to properly simulate surface processes. While these 
processes represent considerable complexity, they have been simulated with reasonable success 
for one-dimensional coupling of the atmosphere to the surface/vegetation for application to 
regional and global climate models (Bonan, 1996). These one-dimensional representations of 
flow near the boundary describe the aerodynamic properties of the surface/vegetation by 
resistance and drag coefficients and do not consider flow through the vegetation itself. 
Simulating the aerodynamics of the heterogeneity of vegetation with the expectation one 
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vegetation component will modify the mean and turbulent flow field for vegetation in the 
downwind parts of the domain is an extension that had not been attempted until 1990 ' s. Unlike 
the obstacle-free atmospheric boundary layer for which the Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes 
equations are suitable, mean flow and turbulence in and around porous obstacles, such as forest 
or crops, are very dependent on physical properties of the vegetation. All physical variables that 
describe the flow, such as wind speed, pressure, temperature, and turbulent variables and the 
equations for mean and turbulent properties are defined in the interstitial air space within the 
porous obstacle but have no meaning in the space occupied by solid elements. These solid 
elements of the obstacle act as interior boundaries within the atmospheric boundary-layer flow 
and therefore present complex problem for applying boundary conditions. Only for two-
dimensional artificial barriers with simple geometric shapes (such as a fence or plane having 
circular holes) is it possible to treat the details of the barrier boundaries to the flow. For natural 
tree shelterbelts and most artificial shelterbelts, the boundaries of the solid elements are too 
complex and irregular to be treated explicitly. Fortunately, it is unnecessary to treat all details 
of solid element boundaries, because the purpose of shelterbelt research is to describe the flow 
in the protected zone outside shelterbelt rather than in the shelterbelt itself. We can neglect the 
detailed structure of the complex solid boundaries within shelterbelt and consider them as an 
aggregate effect, described by a surface drag force on the airflow penetrating the shelter (Wang 
& Shen 1989, Wang 1991a,b, 1992, Wang & Takle 1994a,b, 1995 a,b,c,d, 1996a,b,c,d,e, 
1997a,b,c,d,e). 
We reported derivations of a set of general equations of flow and turbulence for porous 
media (Wang & Takle 1995a) and developed a shelterbelt boundary-layer turbulent flow model 
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for studying the aerodynamics and mechanisms of shelterbelts and their dependence on 
shelterbelt structures (porosity, three dimensionality, shape) and environmental conditions such 
- as wind direction as well as the momentum budget (Wang & Takle 1995b,c,d, 1996a,b,c,d,e, 
1997a,b,c,d,e, 1998a, b, Wang et al 1998, 1999). We also extended this model to predict heat 
• flux and évapotranspiration as affected by shelterbelts and windbreaks. The added model 
complexity requires optimization of model performance by using parallel and distributed 
computing techniques. In the following sections we give a summary of these results and 
suggest some future applications of numerical simulation of flow through heterogeneous 
vegetation. 
- Mathematical Modeling 
Air-Phase High-Wavenumber Averaging 
Air passing through a rigid but porous obstacle is a two-phase (air-solid) system. Performing 
the averaging process in this two-phase system is different from that in the pure fluid of single 
phase. The Navier-Stokes equations are valid only in the space occupied by air within the 
porous obstacle and are not valid in the space occupied by solid elements. Wilson & Shaw 
(1977), Raupach & Shaw (1982), Finnigan (1985), and Raupach et al (1986) performed spatially 
averaging by excluding solid elements and also recognized that the spatial averaging has 
physical significance beyond a purely statistical process. However, some differences between 
two-phase spatial averaging and the single-phase spatial averaging were not considered in these 
early studies. The volume-averaging process in a two-phase medium is fundamentally different 
from the conventional spatial averaging process commonly used for turbulent flows in fluid 
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dynamics, although both operate in some space volume. Conventional spatial averaging of 
turbulent flows is intended to produce steady-state turbulent statistics and mean variables. The 
introduction of air-phase averaging in air-solid two-phase medium avoids the inconvenience of 
addressing the existence of solid elements in porous-medium flows and produces a set of 
equations that include effects of solid elements (but not the elements themselves) and that are 
valid in the entire space. By this process we convert very complex solid-obstacle boundary 
effects into additional terms of the equations and make the physical variables of the equations 
continuous in the entire space, hi order to distinguish multi-phase volume averaging from 
conventional single-phase spatial averaging and to avoid confusion with averaging over phase-
angle of waves (e.g. Finnigan & Einaudi 1981), we follow the terminology from chemical 
engineering (Whitaker 1973) by referring to air-volume averaging in air-solid two-phase 
medium as air-phase averaging. 
Clarification of the air-phase averaging process requires introduction of three length scales: 
d represents the characteristic scale of obstacle elements, L represents the characteristic scale 
of atmospheric boundary-layer turbulence, and D stands for the scale of the averaging volume. 
The value of D can be selected arbitrarily, and the averaging operator will smooth turbulence 
with wavenumber larger than the high-wavenumber lizfD. However, of most importance is 
wake turbulence generated by obstacle elements, its interactions with atmospheric shear 
turbulence produce distinctive characteristics of turbulence and result in changes of constants 
and parameters of turbulence closure schemes. Our averaging volume is small enough to 
eliminate only the effects of obstacle elements' structure with characteristic scale of d. For 
crops and forest, we have 
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L»d (D 
and accordingly the eliminated minimum wavenumber of 2n/D is much higher than that of 2nfL 
in Reynolds averaging. Therefore, air-phase averaging not only allows the effects of obstacle 
elements to be described by equations that hold in the entire space but also acts as a high-
wavenumber averaging. The high-frequency turbulence generated by vegetation has been 
revealed by a double peak in the turbulence spectrum observed in vegetation environments (e.g. 
Zhu et al 1992). 
Generally speaking, when the space between obstacle elements is not large enough to 
produce steady turbulence statistics, we cannot use time averaging followed by space averaging 
to approximate the air-phase averaged equations. We also cannot use large-space averaging to 
get both time-steady mean values and turbulent statistics. Doing so misses the turbulence 
interactions and energy-cascade processes between multiple obstacle elements in the averaging 
space. 
Following the above procedure we get the air-phase high-wavenumber-averaged 
continuity equation as 
d<u> 
—=0 (2) 
and the air-phase-high-wavenumber-averaged equations of motion as 
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d<u> d<u> d<u.û> 
-=—<u > — —— -sikfk<ur> dt J dXj dXj ' ' dx i  
(3> 
J S S 
In Equation (3) the last two terms, which represent, respectively, the integration of the pressure 
and wind shear over the element surface within the averaging volume, are momentum sinks 
consisting of pressure drag and skin friction created by obstacle elements. The drag force may 
be expressed by the commonly used formula introduced by Thom (1975) 
Fi=P<fAUui (4) 
where p0 is the air density, Cd is a drag coefficient for unit plant area density, A is the plant area 
density, and U is the mean windspeed. 
After air-phase-high-wavenumber-averaging, the equation of high-frequency turbulent 
kinetic energy, E, can be obtained as 
8F dF d<u> 
~ât= ~<Uk>dT 
d<u^> _ d<iip> 
dxk dx{ (5) 
c/ U<u>2 
Sx, ax2 3xkSxk ' 
The last term in Equation (5) represents conversion of mean kinetic energy of air flow into high-
frequency turbulent kinetic energy of the wake flow created by drag on the air flow past internal 
elements of the obstacle. These equations apply to the entire space, including the space 
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occupied by obstacle elements without making any assumptions, except for the drag force 
formula (which is widely accepted) and the drag coefficient (which has been measured to be 
constant by many field observations and laboratory tunnel studies for a wide variety of 
obstacles). This process changes a two-phase problem into a single-phase (pure air) problem, 
and produces equations of high-frequency wake turbulence generated by obstacle elements. 
Reynolds Averaging 
Field observations and laboratory measurements within or near porous obstacles have revealed 
a double peak in the turbulent spectrum, the high-frequency peak being generated by the 
obstacle-air interaction as described in the high-frequency stress equations given in the previous 
section. The high-frequency component dissipates more quickly and has less contribution to 
the total canopy turbulence at the actually observed turbulence level (Wilson & Shaw 1977, 
Raupach & Shaw 1982). However, it may interact with shear turbulence and change the 
turbulence structure and thereby cause changes in parameters and constants of turbulence 
closure schemes. 
We have used air-phase high-wavenumber averaging to obtain a mathematically and 
physically consistent set of equations that hold in the entire space, including the space occupied 
by obstacle elements. We do not require the air-phase-high-wavenumber-averaging volume 
large enough to have a statistically steady mean flow and statistically steady turbulent quantities. 
As discussed in above section the averaging volume is the minimum with characteristic scale 
of D to eliminate only the effects of obstacle elements' structure on flow with minimum 
wavenumber of 2nfD which is much higher than that of shear turbulence. Therefore, we must 
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again average the air-phase-high-wavenumber-averaged equations over all-wavenumber by the 
commonly used space-averaging or time averaging methods to obtain equations for statistically 
steady mean variables and turbulence. Since we have transferred the Navier-Stokes equation 
set, which holds only in the air space of the porous-medium, to the porous-medium equation 
set which holds in the entire space just as in the pure atmosphere, the time-averaging or the 
space-averaging procedures are the same as are commonly used in the pure atmosphere. We 
here use Reynolds averaging as an example, and the equations of mean motion may be written 
as follows 
d<u> d<u> d(<iïju>+<u>'<u>f) 
dt J dXj dXj 
d<p> d2<u> ^ 
-Bg-.<0>-fLE-+v —- CAU<u> 
Compared to equations for the obstacle-free atmosphere, the continuity equation has the 
same form, but the equations of mean motion have two additional terms (shown in bold type). 
These two terms have clear physical significance: the last term is the well-known drag force 
exerted by obstacle elements on the mean air flow, and the other additional term associated with 
Reynolds stress is the averaged value of the high-frequency turbulent stress. This latter term 
describes the effect of averaged high-frequency turbulence generated by obstacle elements on 
the mean flow. Although our derivation produces additional terms that resemble previous 
results, the physical essence of these terms is different from dispersive terms of previous 
reports. The time and space scales of the high-frequency turbulence generated by obstacle 
elements are much smaller than those of the low-frequency turbulence generated by wind shear 
•kfc<ur> 
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and temperature stratification, so the spatial averaging of the time-averaged variables cannot 
represent the high-frequency turbulence component. Also the flow that interacts with the 
obstacle elements is not the steady time-averaged mean wind. 
The low-frequency turbulent kinetic energy equation can be written as 
de _ de -^~J^jd<uc> 
= -<«£> -<u>/<u/t>/ — -f3gi<u>/<6>/ 
dt K dxk ' * Bxk 
d<u,>'e d<ûku>' d<u>'<p>' 
<ur* ^ ir- m 
,d<u>' g2e d<u>' d<u>' 
+<p>' —+v——-v —-2 CA U e 
dxi dxl dxk dxk 
This equation includes two additional terms (shown in bold type) that were first reported by 
Wang & Takle (1995a). This equation represents changes in mean turbulence due to interaction 
with obstacle elements. The first additional term is the energy redistribution due to the 
interaction of the low-frequency velocity fluctuation from the space/time average with the 
fluctuation of the high-frequency velocity covariance from the space time average. The last 
additional term, the most important term in porous-obstacle flows, describes the turbulent-
energy-cascade process of breaking down larger scales of motion into smaller scales of motion. 
Turbulent kinetic energy is lost by two processes, one being molecular dissipation and the other 
being the cascade process. There is no need to introduce a modified mixing length because the 
physical processes are captured by these additional terms of Equation (7). This procedure 
replaces the one-step averaging process of previous authors which led to a single turbulence 
kinetic energy equation that did not physically separate out obstacle-generated turbulence and 
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transfer of energy from low frequency to high frequency. 
Wang & Takle (1995a) showed that the convention of using a single mixing length to 
represent both molecular dissipation and the turbulent energy cascade process is an unnecessary 
and unphysical simplification. Previous researchers had fit the observational data by modifying 
the mixing length of the molecular dissipation by trial and error methods. The procedure by 
which they fit the data may be demonstrated as follows. The turbulent energy dissipation and 
cascade terms can be rewritten in the following form: 
where A is the mixing length of the low-frequency turbulent molecular dissipation (including 
a constant), and A' is the "mixing length" which previous investigators adjusted to fit the 
observational data. Based on our results, A' has the following relationship with A and the drag 
produced by obstacle elements: 
where a is turbulence intensity. From formula (9) we can conclude that A1 is not only related 
to the obstacle element (CdA) and A, but it also is related to windspeed and turbulent kinetic 
energy. The last term shows that it is proportional to the inverse of the turbulence intensity. 
This suggests that the mixing length for porous-medium flows is not simply a combination of 
mixing lengths of the obstacle-free atmosphere and the size of the obstacle elements as 
commonly thought. 




Simplification of Governing Equations 
The general equations for application to neutral flow derived in the preceding section were 
simplified in Wang & Shen 1989, Wang 199 la,b, 1992, Wang & Takle (1995b,c, 1996a,b,c, 
1997a,b), and Wang et al (1998, 1999) are summarized here. A typical shelterbelt is about 10 
m high, which is much less than the height of the atmospheric boundary layer, so the effect of 
Coriolis forces may be neglected. Shelterbelts generally are planted in rows perpendicular to 
the prevailing wind direction, and their length is at least one order larger than their height. We 
use a quasi-3-dimensional computational domain (vertical (z) and horizontal (x) perpendicular 
to the shelterbelt) in which the shelterbelt is infinitely long in the y-direction but allows fully 
3-dimensional flow to be simulated. Flow oblique to the shelter can be simulated (not possible 
in 2-D simulations), but all calculated fields are uniform in the y direction (simpler and less 
general than fully 3-dimensional simulations). For these conditions, the basic equations for 
motion and continuity may be simplified as 
du 1 dp du du du du12 du'v' du'w' -, ATT 
— = - — -u—-v—-w— -C AU (10) 
dt p dx dx dy dz dx dy dz 
dv 1 dp dv dv dv du'v' dv*1 dv'w' ^ ATT Z11, 
—=- — -u—-v—-w— -C AU\ (11) 
dt p dy dx dy dz dx dy dz 
dw 1 dp dw dw dw du'w' dv'w' dw „ 
= -——-u v -w -CAUw (12) 
dt p dz dx dy dz dx dy dz 
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du dv dw -
fe'Vâr <13> 
where u, v and w are mean windspeed components in x, y and z direction, respectively, and u', 
V and w' are their fluctuating values. For convenience we omit the overbar on mean values, 
p is the pressure perturbation, t is time, and p is air density. The last term in each of Eqs.(lO), 
(11) and (12) is the parameterized drag force exerted by shelterbelts following Thom (1975), 
Wilson and Shaw (1977). Several investigators used this method to successfully simulate forest 
and crop flows (Wilson and Shaw 1977, Wilson 1985, Yamada 1982, Meyers and Paw U 1986, 
Naot and Mahrer 1991, Li et al 1989, Miller et al 1991). U is total mean windspeed, A(x,y,z) 
is the leaf-area density (LAD), and Cd is the unit LAD form-drag coefficient. 
Equations (10), (11), and (12) of mean motion include turbulent stress terms for which 
we must apply one of the boundary-layer turbulent-closure schemes. We select a K-E-l 
turbulence closure scheme which solves prognostic equations only for turbulence kinetic energy 
(TKE) and master length scale (Yamada 1982, Yamada & Mellor 1975). 
Solution techniques 
We solve a system of 8 equations including equations for horizontal motion, nonhydrostatic 
vertical motion, mass conservation, TKE, and mixing length. We use the finite-difference 
method to discretize these equations into a set of algebraic equations with tri-diagonal matrices, 
with forward differencing for the time terms, centered differencing for pressure terms, and 
upstream differencing for advection terms. The modified Crank-Nicholson scheme is used for 
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the turbulent flux terms (Paegle et al 1976). We use the Alternating Direction Implicit (ADI) 
method to solve these equations in both vertical and horizontal directions. Because they include 
dynamic pressure, the equations are of the mixed parabolic-elliptic type. The dynamic pressure 
perturbation gradients are dropped from the momentum equations, and a set of auxiliary 
- velocity fields uaux and w30* are computed based on Chorin's (1968) scheme. We solve the 
dynamic pressure equation by the SOR method with the relaxation factor taken to be 1.75 and 
the successive convergence criterion set to |5pmax| < 10"4 m2. 
Flow and Turbulence Around Shelter Belts and Windbreaks 
, Porosity and Resistence Coefficient 
_ The resistance coefficients may be estimated as 
The relationship between porosity and resistance coefficient (k^) has been revealed by many 
tunnel experiments. Based on Figure 1 of Heisler & Dewalle (1988) and Hoemer's (1965) 
formula, we estimate the porosities corresponding to form drag coefficients. We emphasize that 
porosity only represents the planar geometrical structure of shelterbelt, but that changes in flow 
are more correctly described by dynamic, not geometrical, parameters. The resistance 
coefficient is a dynamic parameter that depends not only on porosity but also the shape of the 
barrier elements. Barriers of equal porosity may have different Iq. and different shelter effects. 
As reviewed by Heisler & Dewalle (1988), Baines & Peterson (1951) reported a range in k, from 
1.0 for a lattice of round material to 3.2 for a square bar lattice for a constant porosity of 0.5, 
(14) 
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and Richards et al (1984) found a somewhat larger range in k,. from 1.5 for a screen of smooth 
round elements to 5.0 for flat, sharp-edged elements, also for a porosity of 0.5. However, 
porosity is easier to be understood and visualized. We will use porosity when possible in our 
description. 
Flow Patterns and Streamlines for Shelterbelts with Different Porosity 
Wang & Takle (1995b) examined the characteristics and patterns of flow and turbulence for the 
whole range of porous shelterbelts from nearly solid (porosity=0.0) to nearly open 
(porosity=1.0). The results divide into two regimes of flow patterns: 
Unseparated Flow. Highly porous obstacles (Figure la) produce streamlines 
characteristic of typical unseparated flows. With decreasing porosity, streamline curvature 
increases: the upward streamlines become steeper and streamlines become compressed over the 
top of the shelterbelt. Accordingly, there are three zones: the windward wind-reduction zone, 
the leeward wind-reduction zone, and the over speed zone over the shelterbelt. When the 
porosity decreases to 0.3, recirculation is generated behind the shelterbelt. 
Separated Flow. The characteristics of separated flow are important features of the 
physics and dynamics of shelterbelts. Differences of views about the relationship between 
shelter effects and shelterbelt density center on this regime. Figure lb shows wind vector 
characteristics of typical separated flow. Recirculation at the separation point initially is very 
weak and occurs at a porosity of 0.30 (separating at x=5 H and reattaching at x=8 H). The 
stagnation point is at x=6.5 H and z=0.15 H. The center of the recirculation zone migrates 
gradually toward the shelter and up as the porosity decreases. 
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Available observations and smoke trace experiments have shown that dense shelterbelts 
with porosity less than 0.3 may produce a recirculation bubble in their lee (Heisler & Dewalle 
1988, Perera 1981, Castro, 1971). The recirculation is observed to be rather weak, and the 
recirculation zone is quite small when it first appears at the critical porosity of 0.3. Even for 
a porosity of 0.27 (resistance coefficient of 4.0), the simulated maximum reverse wind speed 
is still less than 0.5 m/s. Quantitative measurements are very difficult in highly distorted flows 
for small reverse wind speed making it quite likely that small and weak recirculation far 
downstream escapes observation. 
Perera (1981) made extensive wind-tunnel measurements of different model fences with 
porosities ranging from 0.0 to 0.5. He reported that the recirculating bubble detaches from the 
fence (at porosities less than 0.3) and moves downstream as the porosity of the fence increases. 
Perera's observations are consistent with earlier results of Castro (1971). Numerical 
simulations with the model previously described therefore agree with observed dependence on 
porosity of the onset of recirculation. 
Wang & Takle (1995b) used a numerical model to construct a set of shelterbelt flow 
patterns and to describe their changes with porosity. The location of maximum wind-speed 
reduction, its changes with porosity, and the leeward wind-speed recovery rate are in general 
agreement with observations in the laboratory and in the field, as are the separated recirculation 
and its change in size and location with porosity. The model performed well for flows over and 
through shelters ranging from almost completely open, where the governing equations are 
parabolic, to almost solid shelterbelts, where the governing equations are elliptic and where the 
separated flow exists. 
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Flows and Pressure Interactions 
A notable result of these simulations was the importance of correct simulation of the pressure 
field across (within) the shelter(Wang & Takle 1995b,d, 1996a,b,c,d, 1997a,b, Takle et al 1998, 
1999). Although the issue has been debated, we assert that it is critically important that 
momentum be extracted locally and incrementally at numerous points within the shelter (rather 
than by bulk extraction) in order to obtain the appropriate convergence and divergence fields 
(and hence pressure) upwind and downwind of the barrier. The importance of the correct 
dynamic pressure is revealed by the wind-sheltering functions and characteristics. The 
interaction of penetrating flow with the perturbation pressure and flows over the shelter creates 
a point of maximum wind-speed reduction far behind the shelterbelt. Dynamic pressure 
resulting from convergence and divergence of the flow field alters the perturbation pressure 
field. The disturbed pressure controls not only the formation of the separated flow but also the 
location of maximum wind-speed reduction, streamline curvature, speed-up over the shelterbelt, 
and leeward wind-speed-recovery rate. The interaction of pressure and flows produces complex 
flow patterns, the characteristics of which are determined, to a great extent, by the ratio of the 
penetrating flow to undisturbed flow, or permeability. The permeability is controlled by 
shelterbelt structure, which traditionally is expressed in the terms of porosity or leaf-area index 
density. 
Although the leeward wind-speed-reduction zone is most important for practical 
applications, as a whole, all parts of the flow pattern are interconnected. The overspeeding over 
the shelterbelt alters streamline curvature and hence affects the wind-speed-recovery rate. The 
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windward wind-speed reduction affects the overspeeding zone by changing the drag force and 
vertical transport of horizontal momentum. 
The Effects of Three Dimensionality of Shelterbelt 
- Natural shelterbelts, unlike planar barriers, have a finite width, within which interactions among 
wind speed, drag force and pressure perturbations determine the net sheltering effect. Because 
experimental conditions are very difficult to control for natural tree shelterbelts in the open 
environment, numerous experiments have been conducted with artificial fences or screens either 
in laboratory wind tunnels (e.g., Raine & Stevenson 1977, Ogawa & Diosey 1980, Perera 1981) 
or in the atmospheric boundary layer (e.g., Bradley & Mulhearn 1983, Jacobs 1984). As a 
-result, the shelter effects and aerodynamics of artificial fences and screens (nearly infinitely 
thin), including the role of shelterbelt density (porosity) in determining shelter effects, are 
largely understood. Natural shelterbelts, however, have width and three-dimensional spaces 
through which the wind flows across the width of the barrier, leading to distinctly different 
aerodynamic effects compared with artificial fences and screens with two dimensional gaps 
(Sturrock 1969,1972, Heisler & DeWalle 1988). It is difficult if not impossible to separate the 
effect of width from the effect of overall density in both field observations and wind-tunnel 
measurements (van Eimem et al 1964, Heisler & DeWalle 1988). Wrang & Takle (1996a) 
reported a set of numerical experiments using the model system as previously described to study 
the effects of three dimensionality of shelterbelt structure. These are summarized in this 
section. 
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Permeability and Its Dependencies on the Three Dimensionality of Shelterbelt Structure 
The permeability (cp) is defined as a percentage of windspeed (U^) at the back edge of the 
shelterbelt to the upstream undisturbed windspeed (U0),and is sometimes used as a descriptor 
of shelterbelt density (van Eimern et al 1964). Modification of windspeed is a consequence of 
momentum loss due to drag of the shelterbelt, but the changed windspeed directly changes drag 
force as previously mentioned. Therefore, examination of the distribution of windspeed within 
shelterbelts and permeability contributes to a better understanding of dynamic processes and of 
the effects of the structure and width of shelterbelts. The permeability indicates the ability of 
shelterbelts to suppress flow penetration, so it is closely related to windspeed changes within 
shelterbelts. Figures 2 is relative windspeed across shelterbelts, which show four patterns of 
windspeed changes across shelterbelts: (1) monotonie increase (2) increase in the front but 
decrease in the back (3) monotonie decrease and (4) decrease in the front but increase in the 
back. The patterns of windspeed change depend on width of the shelterbelt and height of 
observation. 
Perturbed Pressure and Its Dependencies on the Three Dimensionality of Shelterbelt 
Structure 
The drag exerted on air by shelterbelts disturbs the pressure field; however, the disturbed 
pressure modifies the windspeed, and the modified windspeed again changes the drag. 
Moreover, the divergence of the wind field also causes changes in the pressure field, and this 
change in the pressure field occurs far beyond the shelterbelt unlike changes due to the drag that 
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occurs only within the shelterbelt. Therefore, the disturbed pressure plays an important role in 
the distribution of windspeed and shelter effects. 
Pressure has a maximum immediately in front of the belt (Wang & Takle 1995b). In 
the lee, pressure gradually recovers to the undisturbed value. The recovery rate shows 
somewhat complex behavior with leeward distance, because divergence of windspeed also 
changes the perturbed pressure, which, in turn, causes windspeed reduction. For narrow 
shelterbelts, the perturbed pressure changes less between x=l H and 6 H and rapidly recovers 
beyond x=7 H. The location (X^-J of the minimum windspeed is far from the belt, so 
convergence of the wind field between x=0 and produces an additional positive pressure 
perturbation, which tends to compensate the negative static pressure in the near lee. Beyond 
• Xm(n, an additional negative pressure perturbation produced by the divergence of wind field adds 
to the pressure. Therefore, there is a plateau of pressure perturbation in the middle lee (1-7 H). 
We also find that the difference in the perturbed pressure between shelterbelts narrower than 
3 H is small. However, the perturbed pressure changes with width are larger for wide 
shelterbelts, and the leeward plateau of perturbed pressure is no longer obvious for shelterbelts 
wider than 5 H. 
Shelter Effects and Its Dependencies on the Three Dimensionality ofShelterbelter Structure 
Shelter effects may be expressed by many different terms, but the most commonly used one is 
the shelter distance (d^) over which windspeed in the lee is reduced by 20%. The minimum 
windspeed (Umin) (i.e., the maximum windspeed reduction) and its location (Xmin) also are used 
to characterize the shelter effects (Heisler & DeWalle 1988). These indices describe only 
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specific characteristic points, even though these points are closely related to the whole 
horizontal profile of windspeed. 
Change in width of shelterbelts causes modification of horizontal profiles of windspeed 
shown in Figure 3. The location of the minimum windspeed (Xmin) moves toward the belt with 
increasing height: for WSB=0.1 H, X^,^=6 H at z=0.1 H. With increasing width, the location of 
the minimum windspeed (X^J also moves toward the belt and may move into the wider 
shelterbelt (negative X^J at higher levels. The location of minimum windspeed moves from 
6 H for WSB=0.1 H to 1.5 H for WSB=10 H. The shelter distance (d20) also decreases with 
increasing width, but the difference is only 2.5 H between WSB= 0.1 and 10 H. With increasing 
width, the location of minimum windspeed (Xmin) moves upstream, and the minimum 
windspeed may occur inside the wide shelterbelt (negative X^-J. The maximum difference in 
the minimum windspeed is 6%, the shelterbelt with width 5 H having the lowest value. 
As cited in van Eimern et al.'s (1964) Figure 12, Naegeli (1954) reported the observed 
differences in horizontal profiles of windspeed between a narrow medium-dense belt and a 
coniferous forest block with a width of 21.4 H. The location of Xmin was 4 H for the narrow belt 
and -2 H (inside the shelter) for the wide forest block. These are in good agreement with our 
simulated results. However, shelter distances (d20) of 16 H for the narrow belt and 10 H for the 
wide forest block is larger than our simulated results, because the effects of the density have not 
been taken into account in the observed data. A forest block 21.4 H wide is likely very dense 
and may result in rapid recovery of windspeed in the lee. Takahashi (1978) measured 
windspeed near 68% porous vinyl nets of widths 0.5 H, 2.5 H, and 5 H in a wind-tunnel and 
observed the location of minimum windspeed for z=0.25 H to be at 5 H, 4H, and 1 H, 
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respectively, and the difference in shelter distance (d^) to be small (within 2 H). These are in 
good agreement with our simulated results. Our simulated coefficient is also consistent with 
Taylor's (1988). 
Variations of Wind Direction Around Shelterbelts 
Shelterbelts influence the flow field by reducing windspeed and changing wind direction. The 
former effect has been intensively investigated, but the latter has been studied very little. 
Quantitative observation of wind direction is more difficult than the observation of windspeed, 
especially in wind-tunnel experiments, on which most existing knowledge of shelterbelt effects 
is based. Only few investigators reported qualitatively and quantitatively the observational 
: difference in wind direction between sheltered and unsheltered sites (Bringmann & Kaiser 1955, 
cited by van Eimern et al 1964, Nord 1991). Shelterbelt modification of microclimate depends 
on wind direction (van Eimern et al 1964), because the drag force exerted by shelterbelts is 
strongly dependent on the wind trajectory through the barrier. However, almost all previous 
theoretical and numerical modeling work considered only the relatively simple example of a 
uniformly porous, artificial barrier resting on a uniform surface with wind blowing at right angle 
(Kaiser 1959, Plate 1971, Taylor 1988, Counihan et al 1974, Hagen et al 1981, Wilson 1985, 
Wang & Shen 1989, Wang 1991a,b, 1992, Wang & Takle 1995b,c,d, 1996a). We define the 
incidence angle (a) as an angle between undisturbed wind direction and the normal line (x axis) 
of the shelterbelt, and local wind angle (y) as an angle between local wind direction and the 
normal line of the shelterbelt. We calculated flow fields for 19 incidence angles ranging from 
0° to 90° in 5° intervals for a shelterbelt with porosity of 50%. 
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The distribution of local wind angle (y) along the: normal line (x axis) of the shelterbelt, 
reveal three wind-direction shift zones that have distinctive characteristics (Figure 4). The 
approaching air rotates toward the direction parallel 1o the shelterbelt, with a maximum 
departure just in front of the barrier; this is followed by an abrupt rotation in the opposite 
direction passing through the incidence angle to a maximum departure in the opposite direction 
just behind the shelterbelt. Beyond this point, the wind rotates back toward the incidence angle 
at a few H downstream. Rotation continues past the incidence angle, the wind becoming more 
parallel to the shelterbelt, and produces a maximum shift at a distance of 2-12 H. Further 
leeward, the wind slowly rotates back to the undisturbed angle. 
The local wind direction twice passes through the undisturbed approach flow direction, 
the two zero-departure points being in the front of the shelterbelt and in the near lee. The 
changes of wind direction may be divided into three zones separated by these two points. We 
define the upwind zone where the attack angle is greater "than the undisturbed incidence angle 
as the F (front) zone. The zone within and just behind the shelterbelt where the wind direction 
becomes less oblique (less than the upwind undisturbed incidence angle) we define as B 
(behind) zone. The region beyond the B zone where the wind direction becomes more parallel 
to the shelterbelt (greater than upwind undisturbed incidence angle) we define as W (wake) 
zone. 
Nord (1991) reported quantitative observations o»f the effect of shelterbelts on wind-
direction. Three-component anemometers equipped with light propellers of the Gill type were 
used to measure wind velocity under neutral stability at 2 m at several sites along a line 
perpendicular to a multiple-row shelterbelt with WNW-ESE orientation situated in the south 
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of Sweden. This belt was composed of birches and spruce with averaged height of 12 m, length 
of 100 m, and width of 20 m. The porosity of this shelterbelt varied with height, and the 
porosity, determined by matching the horizontal wind profile between the wind-tunnel model 
and the full-scale field shelterbelt, was estimated to be 0.55 in the upper part and 0.23 in the 
lower part. 
The direction of the drag force for oblique flow always is opposite to the local flow; 
by contrast, the resulting gradient of the perturbation pressure (hence the pressure force) always 
is perpendicular to the shelter. This pressure force deflects oblique flow upwind of the shelter 
to a more shelter-parallel direction. As an air parcel enters the shelter, the drag force reduces 
its speed but does not alter its direction. However, the large pressure gradient within the shelter 
--- (Wang & Takle 1995b), being perpendicular to the barrier and therefore oblique to the flow, 
rotates the flow more normal to the barrier within the shelter. After exiting the shelter, the air 
parcel enters the leeward region of pressure plateau where its direction rotates back toward the 
incident angle due to vertical (downward) advection; but then it encounters a region where a 
weak pressure force of opposite sign deflects it slightly parallel to the barrier. Beyond this point 
the upwind direction gradually is recovered. 
The Shelter Efficiency of Shelterbelts in Oblique Wind 
A few papers have reported the observed changes of shelter effects in oblique wind. Lawrence 
(1955) observed that the shelter effect, defined as the distance over which wind speed was 
reduced by 20%, decreased 5%, 5-15%, 40-50%, and 60-70% at incidence angles (IA) of the 
approach wind (angle from normal) of 15°, 30°, 45°, and 60°, respectively. Seginer (1975) also 
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reported a decrease in the shelter distance for oblique flow. However, Karschon (1956), 
Karschon and Heth (1958), and Franken and Kaps (1957) reported that the shelter distance is 
not influenced as long as the wind does not vary more than 25° to 50° from the normal. On the 
other hand, Gorsenin (1946) reported the decrease of the sheltered distance in oblique flows to 
be less than cos(IA), but Seginer (1975) observed the decrease rate to be larger than cos(IA). 
Wind Speed Reduction in Oblique Flow 
Three factors may contribute to the different effects of oblique flows (compared to normal-
incidence flows) on wind-speed reduction in the lee: (1) an increase of total drag due to the 
longer path through the shelter for oblique flow, (2) a less effective reduction of the component 
of wind speed parallel to the belt compared to the component perpendicular to the belt (pressure 
perturbation of the shelter affects only the normal component), (3) rotation of the wind vector 
as the flow recovers to the undisturbed flow as discussed in above section. The roles of the first 
two factors in wind-speed reduction are opposite: higher IA causes larger drag which produces 
larger wind reduction, whereas higher IA creates a larger component of wind parallel to the belt 
which is less efficiently diminished by the shelter, thereby suppressing the wind-speed 
reduction. For lower density shelterbelts, the former is more important, resulting in an increase 
of the maximum wind-speed reduction. However, the latter is more important for higher 
density shelterbelts, resulting in a decrease of the maximum wind-speed reduction. 
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Shelter Distance in Oblique Flow 
We define the shelter distance (d) as the distance, in units of shelterbelt height, from the belt 
to the downwind point at which wind speed recovers to 80% of the undisturbed airflow speed 
as the shelter distance. We further define the shelter distance for approach flow perpendicular 
to the shelterbelt as the normal shelter distance (do), and the shelter distance for oblique flows 
as an effective oblique shelter distance (d^). Figure 5 shows the changes of the shelter distance 
for a medium-dense shelterbelt. The simulated normal shelter distance (d0) is between 15.5 and 
19.5 H at levels below 0.5 H for a medium-dense shelterbelt, in good agreement with all 
available observations (van Eimern et al 1964, McNaughton 1988, Heisler & DeWalle 1988). 
-The shelter distance decreases with increasing height and IA. The rate of decrease of the shelter 
distance with IA also diminishes with height. The range of IAs within which the shelter 
distance is hardly changed increases from 10° at z=0.1 H to 60° at z=1.0 H. Therefore, 
observations made at different levels may lead to different conclusions about the effects of 
oblique flow on the shelter distance. This may explain the apparently conflicting results of 
observational studies. 
It would be convenient to assume that knowledge of normal shelter distance could be 
extended to oblique flows. However, we can derive simple relationships between d0 and d[A 
only by assuming that (1) the shelterbelt does not affect the horizontal wind direction and that 
(2) effective density of the shelterbelt does not change with IA. With the further assumption 
that (3a) the shelterbelt reduces wind speed both parallel to and perpendicular to the belt with 
the same efficiency, i.e., 5U/U0=8u1/5u10=8u2/u20, where S denotes the reduction of wind and its 
components and subscript 0 denotes the upstream undisturbed wind speed, we can project the 
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sheltered distance for oblique flow with an incidence angle of IA on the normal line of the 
shelter and obtain the relationship 
drA=d0cos(L4) (IS) 
Alternatively, if we assume that (3b) the shelterbelt reduces only the component of wind 
perpendicular to the belt and does not affect the component parallel to the belt and the total 
wind reduction is equal to the reduction of the normal component, the relative reduction of total 
wind speed is 5U/U0=5ulAJ0. Under assumption 3b, local wind direction is changed; but if we 
still assume the shelterbelt does not affect the horizontal wind direction, we have 
ÔU/U0=cos(IA)Su1/u10 and project the sheltered distance for oblique flow with an incidence 
angle of IA on the normal line of the shelter and obtain 
drA=dQcos2(M) (16) 
Obviously, all above assumptions are unrealistic, but these functional relationships help us to 
analyze the results. 
Influence of Shelterbelt Share 
Shelterbelt structure can be characterized by a combination of the internal structure (i.e., 
porosity) and the external structure (i.e., shape). Intensive studies of shelterbelt porosity have 
concluded that medium-dense shelterbelts have maximum average wind-speed reduction over 
the total distance influenced by the shelterbelt. Aeronautical studies of the effects on flow due 
to shape for solid obstacles show that smooth shapes or streamlined obstacles have significantly 
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smaller influence on perturbation pressure and flow field (Hoerner 1965). Most investigators 
suggested that smooth-shaped or streamlined shelterbelts produce smaller wind-reduction than 
vertical-sided shelterbelts because the resistance for smooth-shaped or streamlined shelterbelts 
is smaller (e.g., Cabom 1957, 1965, Jensen 1974). However, Woodruff & Zingg (1953) 
reported that their wind-tunnel results gave only small differences of wind reduction for 
shelterbelts with very different shapes. They studied many streamlined shapes except, 
unfortunately, the rectangle shape, which now commonly is suggested for maximum wind 
reduction. 
Wang & Takle (1997a) conducted numerical simulations of shelterbelt shape by using 
seven common shapes divided into three profile categories: rectangular, triangular, and 
streamlined. We denote them as H, A, and S, respectively. The triangular and streamlined 
shapes can be further subdivided. The letter J is used to symbolize a vertical side on the 
leeward edge of the shelter, and its mirror image, "L", denotes vertical sides on the windward 
side. "H" represents vertical sides at both edges, and "A" denotes a shelter with symmetrically 
sloping sides. By considering the general shape profile (first symbol) and symmetry of 
windward and leeward shape (second symbol) separately, we create seven shapes labeled as HH, 
AA, AL, AJ, SA, SL, and SJ. 
We were surprised to find that although the shapes of shelterbelts were very different 
and drag forces for different shapes also were significantly different (Wang & Takle 1997a), 
there were only small differences in wind-speed reduction by shelterbelts of different shapes, 
even in the region of maximum wind reduction. The effect of shelterbelt shape on shelter 
distance, for the configurations examined, is negligible. The shelterbelts with windward vertical 
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sides cause the maximum wind reduction at lower levels. However, at higher levels, shape HH 
produces the maximum wind reduction, and above the canopy level AL produces the maximum, 
. and AJ produces the minimum increase in wind. Shelterbelt shape significantly affects the 
perturbed pressure around the shelter(Figure 6). Pressure increases as air approaches the belt, 
with the AL shape causing the most rapid increase in the pressure and smooth-shaped 
shelterbelts causing smaller perturbations. 
The pressure-loss coefficient or resistance coefficient (Cp), which is defined as mean 
pressure drop across an obstacle normalized by dynamic pressure or MKE of the undisturbed 
flow at the_height of the top of the obstacle, is often used to characterize the aerodynamics of 
obstacles (Hoerner 1965). The pressure-loss coefficient is strongly dependent on shelterbelt 
shape. The triangle-shaped shelterbelt with a windward vertical side (AL) has a 33% larger Cp 
than the smooth-shaped shelterbelts (Wang & Takle 1997a). Our calculated results are 
consistent with aerodynamic measurements for solid obstacles, which were summarized by 
Hoerner (1965) as follows: Cd=1.00,1.03,1.28, 1.2, and 0.8 for solid shapes AA, AJ, AL, HH, 
and SA, respectively. It would seem reasonable to infer from pressure-loss coefficients, as 
many previous investigators have, that shelterbelt shape significantly affects shelter efficiency 
and that smooth-shaped or streamlined shelterbelts significantly reduce the shelter efficiency. 
However, as demonstrated in our analysis of numerical simulations and Woodruff and Zingg's 
(1953) measurements (summarized by Heisler & DeWalle 1988), shelter efficiency is affected 
very little by shelterbelt shape. An analysis of the momentum budget for different shelterbelt 
shapes will clarify this apparent discrepancy. 
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Momentum Budget and Shelter Mechanism 
Plate (1971) reviewed severaJ qualitative aspects of shelterbelt aerodynamics. The drag exerted 
by a shelterbelt on airflow extracts momentum from the air. The effectiveness of a shelter is 
determined not only by its total drag but also by the distribution of the drag-generated 
momentum deficit in the sheltered area. The distribution of momentum deficit in the near- and 
mid-wake directly determiners the effective shelter characteristics. Kaiser (1959) obtained an 
error-function formula for wind speed by assuming that the momentum deficit in the sheltered 
region is replenished by diffusion of a passive scalar, which follows from the governing 
equations that the shear stress gradient shapes the mean velocity profile as in homogeneous 
surface boundary layer. From this theory, the momentum deficit is eliminated and the 
undisturbed flow is reestablished only by turbulent processes: more turbulence leads to faster 
recovery to the undisturbed background flow. This theory is somewhat oversimplified, but it 
is frequently used to understated and interpreted experimental data. The wind-reduction profiles 
illustrated by data from Nageli's (1946) field experiments showed that a medium-dense 
shelterbelt has the largest shelter effects (van Eimern, et al 1964, Plate 1971, Heisler & DeWalle 
1988). This was explained as follows: although a dense shelterbelt by its larger drag produces 
larger momentum deficit immediately behind the shelter, it also produces more turbulence 
which may increase downward diffusion of momentum and cause faster recovery of the 
undisturbed wind speed. However, more recent measurements with artificial barriers in the 
atmosphere (Hagen & Skidmœre 1971) and in wind tunnels (Jensen 1974, Raine & Stevenson 
1977) demonstrated that the slielter distance for dense and solid fences is only slight shorter 
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than that for medium-dense fences, and that the difference is much smaller than that suggested 
by Nageli's data. 
Wilson's (1985) numerical modeling results suggested that the shelter distance increases 
with increasing density. Evaluation of the root causes of the sheltering effect requires 
evaluation of the relative contributions of turbulence, pressure gradient, and advection to the 
wind-speed recovery process in different regions of lee. Failure of early modeling studies to 
accurately characterize the incremental momentum extraction in the shelter (and the resulting 
pressure field) precluded in-depth analysis of the momentum budget. Wang & Takle ( 1997b) 
reported analyses the momentum budgets for shelterbelt flow and documented the contributions 
of each term to the recovery process. These results are of more than theoretical interest since 
they provide information that may be used in the design of new shelterbelt and the interpretation 
of experimental data. 
The shelterbelt extracts momentum from the wind field by means of the drag force, so 
larger drag would seem to suggest greater wind reduction in the incompressible boundary-layer 
atmosphere. However, maximum effectiveness of a shelter does not necessarily mean reducing 
the wind to zero. Rather, the goal is an optimum wind-reduction (i.e., that wind is reduced 
below the dangerous level) over a maximum distance in a thin air layer near the ground where 
the crops need protection. Optimizing wind reduction requires understanding of how the 
momentum deficit created by shelterbelt drag is replenished in the lee and how the perturbed 
wind recovers to the undisturbed status. It has been suggested that shelterbelt density is the 
most important factor to determine shelter distance (van Eimern et al 1964, Heisler & DeWalle 
1988). We first analyze the change of drag with shelterbelt density and the resulting wind-
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reduction and then analyze the processes responsible for wind speed recovery in the lee and 
evaluate their relative magnitudes at various locations. 
Drag Force and Wind-Reduction 
Conventional wisdom suggests that, although a dense shelterbelt causes greater wind reduction 
than its more open counterpart, it allows to a more rapid rate of recovery towards the 
undisturbed flow. This leads to an optimum shelterbelt density of about 40-50% (van Eimern 
et al 1964, Heisler & DeWalle 1988) as having the longest sheltered distance. Our simulated 
results of wind reduction normalized by the undisturbed wind speed (Wang & T akle 1997b) are 
shown in Figure 7. Several points are noteworthy: 
(1) maximum wind-reduction at z=0.5 H occurs 1-5 H leeward, not immediately behind 
the belt. The location of the maximum wind-reduction moves toward the belt when the 
shelterbelt density increases. But this feature is not obvious for loose shelterbelts 
because the curves for loose shelterbelts have a wide "valley" whereas the curves for 
dense shelterbelts have a deep "valley". 
(2) maximum wind-reduction increases with increasing shelterbelt density (kj, however, 
the downstream extent of the wind-reduction curve does not always increase with 
increasing shelterbelt density. 
(3) wind-reduction curves for dense and loose shelterbelts cross except for very open 
shelterbelts which have very small wind-reduction (1^=0.1, corresponding to porosity 
of 92% according to Hoemer's (1965) formula). 
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For dense shelterbelts, the windspeed recovers faster in the near lee (0-10 H), and more slowly 
in the mid lee (10-30 H) than for loose shelterbelts. Therefore, the shelterbelt with 1^=2.0 
(corresponding to porosity of 50%) extends farthest within the range of 50-80% of u/u0. The 
shelter distance is generally defined as a downstream distance where wind-reduction is at least 
20% (van Eimern et al 1964, Heisler & DeWalle 1988). The maximum shelter distance is 16.5 
H for shelterbelt with porosity of 50% (k^=2.0), and the shelter distance slightly decreases to 
14.5 H when shelterbelt porosity decreases to 10% (k/=100). 
These has been speculation in previous reports (van Eimern et al 1964, Heisler & 
DeWalle 1988), i.e., the effect of advection-turbulent diffusion processes of momentum deficit. 
However, simple advection-turbulent diffusion processes can not account for the location of 
maximum wind-reduction. Moreover, Wilson (1985) argued that the turbulence kinetic energy 
generated near the barriers is at small scales, which contribute little to transport of momentum 
and dissipate rapidly. Analysis of momentum budget (Wang & Takle 1997b) helps to 
understand aerodynamic processes and shelter mechanism. 
Momentum Budget 
For steady state flow outside the shelter, Equation (10) becomes 
du du dua  du'w' 1 dp _n  
ci?) 
i u m iv v 
where first two terms (I and II) are horizontal and vertical advection of mean horizontal 
momentum, respectively; the middle two terms (HI and IV) are horizontal and vertical turbulent 
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transport of turbulent horizontal momentum, respectively; and the last term on the left is the 
pressure gradient. The effective sheltered region (e.g., the region where wind-reduction is at 
least 20%) is located in the near and middle lees within 30 H of the shelter. Horizontal 
dependence of terms of the momentum equation at different levels within 30 H leeward are 
shown in Figure 8 for a medium-dense shelterbelt (1^=2.0, corresponding to porosity of 50%). 
Values shown in Figure 8 have been normalized by shelterbelt height (H) and mean kinetic 
energy (MKE%) of the undisturbed flow at the height of shelterbelt top (MKEH/H), and hence 
give the dimensionless acceleration. If a term is positive, it contributes to recovery of the wind 
to the undisturbed background equilibrium, and negative terms reduce the mean wind. 
Analysis of components of the momentum budget at the level corresponding to the 
-middle of the shelter (Figure 8) reveals the following (Wang & Takle 1997): 
(1) Horizontal mean transport (horizontal advection) is positive from 0-5 H leeward, is 
maximum immediately behind the shelter, goes to zero at the position of the maximum 
wind-reduction (x=5 H), and further decreases to its minimum at x= 10 H. 
(2) Vertical mean transport (vertical advection) is negative from 0-7 H leeward and positive 
beyond 7 H with maximum at x= 11H, thereby nearly compensating for horizontal mean 
transport over the whole lee. 
(3) Vertical turbulent transport was thought to be a dominant factor in the recovery of the 
wind field (van Eimern et al 1964, Heisler & DeWalle 1988); however, Figure 8 
suggests that other processes may play roles as large as vertical turbulent transport. 
(4) Horizontal turbulent transport is very small and is negligible in the momentum equation 
except at higher levels where other terms also are small (Figure 8). 
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(5) The pressure gradient has two minima in the lee, one being immediately behind the 
shelterbelt and the other at 10 H leeward. Beyond 17.5 H the pressure gradient has a 
small positive value. This reveals the significant role of the pressure gradient in the 
middle lee, which is in contrast to prior common understanding that the pressure 
gradient plays larger role in the near lee (Wilson 1985). However, as summarized in 
Plate's (1971) Figure 9, measurements showed that static pressure downstream of the 
shelter is approximately constant over a distance of about 5 H, and rises very rapidly 
from 5-15 H, and then slightly overshoots the free-flow pressure after 15 H. These 
measurements are in agreement with the simulated results reported in Wang & Takle 
(1997b). 
Momentum transport is very large near the shelter (0-2 H leeward) and in the middle lee (7-20 
H leeward). Horizontal advection and large values of negative pressure gradient in the middle 
lee combine to extend the wind-reduction zone much farther on the leeward side than on the 
windward side of the shelterbelt. Vertical advection is a larger factor than turbulent transport 
in helping wind-speed recovery in the middle lee (9-23 H). 
These simulations clarify the roles of various processes contributing to the wind-speed 
recovery at different locations. It is clear that perturbed pressure, turbulence, and vertical 
velocity all play important roles in the recovery of wind speed. 
Wang and Takle (1997b) also analyzed the vertical momentum budget and pointed out 
that the difference between ground and free stream pressure gives rise to a vertical force on the 
flow that tends to compress streamlines near the ground (the Coanda effect). The Coanda effect 
is rather weak and is confined only within the near lee (1-10 H) for medium-dense shelterbelts, 
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but the counter vertical pressure gradient makes vertical velocity reduced to zero in the middle 
lee (10-30 H). For a dense shelterbelt, horizontal and vertical advection and vertical turbulent 
- transport all play significant roles. Even horizontal turbulent transport, which is always 
negligible for loose and medium-dense shelterbelts, has a large effect on the momentum budget. 
Recirculation and the related strong turbulence produce multiple peaks of the vertical 
momentum budget. 
Influence on Evapotranspiration and Surface Energy Partition 
Water consumption in irrigated agriculture commonly accounts for 80-85% of all agricultural 
use, with on-farm efficiencies estimated to be in the range of 10-40%. Because water is 
- becoming the most critical of all resources for food production, and crop production is limited 
more often by water than anything else, and it is necessary to increase crop water-use efficiency 
to increase crop yields (Sturrock 1988). Agroforestry has been seen as a possible means of 
preserving forest resources increasing agricul tural production and to reduce deforestation (Von 
Maydell 1987). Additional advantages of trees in an agricultural landscape, such as for 
sequestering carbon and offering a potential cash crop for biomass energy production suggest 
agroforestry practices likely will increase. 
Reduced evaporation of soil moisture and reduced transpiration of plants are benefits 
of shelterbelts in both warm dry and cool wet periods (Gagarin 1949). Preservation of soil 
moisture may be the main reason for enhanced plant growth and crop yield in wind-sheltered 
areas. Reductions of evaporation in the lee of windbreaks of between 10 and 40% have been 
measured by pan and Piche evaporometers (Bates 1911, Long & Persaud 1988). Miller et al 
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(1973) reported that during six days of measurements, shelter caused a mean 20% decrease in 
évapotranspiration. Observations in large-scale shelterbelt networks in China showed regional 
evaporation was reduced by 14%. Windbreaks and shelterbelts have been suggested as practical 
means to increase water-use efficiency of sheltered crops (Rosenberg 1967). However, 
Marshall (1967) noted several exceptions and George (1971) presented data indicating increases 
in seasonal évapotranspiration by shelter. Dixon & Grace (1984) demonstrated transpiration 
rates increased with decreasing wind speed. Recent work by Brenner et al (1995) also does not 
support the hypothesis that water is conserved behind a windbreak. Cleugh (1998) reviews the 
observed effects of shelters on microclimate and points out the value of modeling studies and 
the need for extension of a model such as described herein to include effects of temperature, 
moisture, and C02. 
Although this problem has been treated by numerous authors owing to its great 
importance, most measurements of evaporation are limited to the assessment of the capacity for 
evaporation, and have been carried out with atmometers or evaporometers. However, plants 
can close their stomata to reduce transpiration, so we must distinguish between the influence 
of belts on potential evaporation and évapotranspiration. 
The effect of windbreaks on evaporation is complicated by turbulence induced by the 
barrier, barrier porosity, and availability of water to evaporation sites. Possible consequences 
of shelter for water use are several and difficult to predict, and may not always be beneficial to 
crop growth in water-limited environments. Therefore, it is essential to gain an understanding 
of how évapotranspiration responds to shelter. 
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Wang et al (1997c,d, 1998a) extended the previously described shelterbelt turbulent flow 
model to drive Soil-vegetation-atmosphere Processes: 
Potential difference Flux = - (is) 
Resistance 
Various resistances are defined and determined following Sellers et al (1986). For sensible heat 
flux (HJ, the potential difference is the temperature difference between the leaf surface or 
ground and air; for latent heat flux (LE), the potential difference is the vapor pressure difference 
between the leaf surface or ground and air. These values are connected to soil moisture 
availability, which is predicted by soil moisture budget equations, in terms of ratio of actual soil 
water to saturated soil water (m)(Sellers et al 1986, Shen et al 1997). The shelter is simulated 
as a barrier to the flow and does not participate in the balances of moisture and energy. 
Processes simulated included the effects of shelterbelts on évapotranspiration and heat flux and 
their dependence on soil moisture availability and shelterbelt structure as well as atmospheric, 
soil, and vegetation conditions. 
Temporal and spatial variability of évapotranspiration and heat flux as a function of soil 
moisture availability 
For a very dry soil (m=0.2, m is moisture availability in soil), shelterbelts cause a decrease in 
sensible heat flux. This effect extends to 15 H leeward from the belt, and the maximum 
decrease of H occurs at x=6 H. The shelter effect on Hs also change significantly with time, and 
the maximum effect occurs at t=1300 LST. Accordingly, latent heat flux increases in the 
sheltered zone, and the maximum increase is at x=6 H and t=1100 LST. Although the 
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évapotranspiration is very small for dry surface, LE in the sheltered zone is as large as 122% 
of that in the unsheltered zone. 
With increasing soil wetness, the situations begin to change. For m=0.3, the increase 
in LE is still as large as 20%, but the maximum increase of LE occurs at t=1300 LST. At 
t=0900 LST, a significant decrease in LE occurs in 0-17 H lee with the maximum decrease at 
x=6 H, and at t=1700 LST, a slight smaller LE occurs in the sheltered zone. Hs decreases at 
noon but increases in early morning and late afternoon in sheltered zone for m—0.3. For m=0.4 
(figures omitted), the situation is similar to that of m=0.3, but the noontime increase in LE is 
very, small, and the decreases in LE become significant both in the morning and afternoon. 
Maximum decreases in LE are as large as 18% and 25% at t=1000 LST and t=1530 LST. 
For m=0.5 (Figure 9), the noontime increase in LE disappears, and évapotranspiration 
is reduced all during the daytime in the near lee. However, in the middle lee (15-23 H), LE 
increases in the afternoon because of wake turbulence. Accordingly, Hs increases in the 
sheltered zone and it is more obvious for m=0.6 case, where a center of large H forms at x= 6 
H around noon. Evapotranspiration during 0900-1300 LST is further reduced with the 
maximum reduction as large as 40% (figures omitted). For m=0.8, LE is significantly reduced 
during the daytime in the sheltered zone extending to 25 H leeward side, and the maximum 
reduction of 50% occurs in the early afternoon at 4-7 H leeward, where reductions of wind and 
turbulence also reach their maxima (Wang & Takle 1995b). By contrast, Hs increases in the 
sheltered zone and forms a center. The situation is nearly identical for further increasing soil 
wetness (figures omitted). The maximum évapotranspiration occurs at 0930, 1030, 1230 for 
m=0.3,0.5, and 0.8, respectively. Crop stomata are closed when water is limited. For dry soil, 
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the stomata are closed earlier than for moderately wet soil. For wet soil, the stomata are not 
closed and therefore the évapotranspiration reaches its maximum during the maximum radiation 
and temperature. 
Influence of shelterbelt structure on évapotranspiration and heat flux 
Turbulence and flow structures near shelterbelts are very dependent on shelterbelt density, and 
wind-shelter effect reaches its maximum for medium-dense shelters (Wang & Shen 1989, Wang 
1991a,b, 1992, Wang &Takle, 1994a,b, 1995a,b,c,d, 1996a,b,c, 1997a,b). Wangetal(1997d, 
1998a) demonstrated the dependence of the shelter évapotranspiration effect on shelterbelt 
density. Very dense shelterbelts cause complicated changes in both LE and Hs in the near lee, 
- which obviously relate to recirculations and separation of streamlines (Wang & Takle 1995b). 
In the recirculation zone, LE is significantly larger and a center is formed at x=3 H around noon, 
which diminishes the reduction of évapotranspiration by the shelter. Hs is enhanced with two 
centers located on x=1.5 and 5.5 H. For very loose shelterbelts, LE is still reduced, but the 
effects of shelterbelts on both Hs and LE is quite small. 
Agricultural practices such as shelterbelts networks and strip-cropping can significantly 
affect évapotranspiration. However, the effects are not straightforward, and our simulations 
show the complicated temporal and spatial variability of both latent and sensible heat fluxes. 
Aerodynamic shelter effects and their interactions with energy, water and mass transfer in soil-
vegetation-atmosphere system cause significant variability and are controlled, to great extent, 
by soil moisture availability. These simulations demonstrate that soil moisture controls not only 
the magnitude of évapotranspiration but also the direction of evapotranspiration-shelter effect: 
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shelterbelts decrease évapotranspiration for wet soil, increase it for dry soil, and increase it 
around noon but decrease it in the morning and afternoon for moderately wet soil. The model 
also illustrated that recirculation significantly diminished the reduction of évapotranspiration 
for very dense shelterbelts and that very loose shelterbelts exerted small effects on the partition 
of energy. Therefore, medium-dense shelterbelts also have maximum evapotranspiration-
shelter efficiency. Regional scale agricultural and forestry practices may significantly affect 
water and energy cycles and may be used to advantage to suppress negative impacts of climate 
change. 
High-Performance Computing - Parallelization and Cluster Computing 
- Fast computers have stimulated the rapid growth of a new way of doing science. The two broad 
classical branches of theoretical science and experimental science have been joined by 
computational science. Computational scientists simulate on supercomputers phenomena too 
complex to be reliably predicted by theory and too dangerous or expensive to be reproduced in 
the laboratory. With the rapid development of microcomputers and fast networking with high­
speed switches, parallel processing on distributed networks of workstations has emerged as a 
cost-effective method of high-performance computing - cluster computing. The shelterbelt 
turbulent flow model systems has been parallelized and run with very good load balance on a 
cluster of 128 processors network of workstations by using both MPI (Message-Passing 
Interface) and PVM (Parallel Virtual Machine) techniques (Wang et al 1998, 1999). 
Analysis of the computational demands of the code revealed that most of computing 
time was consumed, not in the tri-diagonal equation solver, but in solving non-linear terms and 
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computing dynamic pressure perturbation. For a porous shelterbelt, the computation time of 
dynamic pressure perturbation accounts for 66% total computation time; however, for a dense 
shelterbelt, the computation time of dynamic pressure perturbation accounts for as high as 
91.4% total computation time (Tables omitted). 
Functional Decomposition Parallel Programming (FDPP) 
Functional parallelism computations allocates separate tasks or functions to be executed 
simultaneously on different processors to achieve higher speed. Functions outside the time-step 
iteration loop are not worth parallelizing because they execute only once for the whole run but 
must process large volumes of data. The root processor was allocated all these functions and 
Ifansit between time steps, while other six functions were put on 6 different machines. These 
functions take inputs from the previous time-step values, and run independently within the same 
time step. They are synchronized at the end of completion of each time step so that for every 
time step, different functions use the same previous time-step values as inputs. At the 
completion of the function for each time step, the processor will broadcast the updated values 
to all other processors so that other processors can use the newest values computed by other 
processors. For 6 of 7 nodes, the communication overhead took more than 97% of CPU time 
and the speedup was less than 1 for the parallel code. The major portion of the computation 
time is consumed by calculating dynamic pressure perturbation. Computing any of the model 
variables requires information on other variables. Therefore, there are 0(n2) message passing. 
Moreover, the program should be synchronized at the completion of each function to the same 
starting point so that all functions can get the same time-step values as new initial values. The 
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computation of pressure is time-consuming and leaves other processors idle, waiting for the 
completion of the pressure computation. The average load balance ratio is only 51%. The 
parallel time is determined by the maximum time of the most time-consuming function 
computing plus communication overhead. FDPP evidently is not a good strategy for this kind 
on program. 
Domain Decomposition Parallel Programming (DDPP) 
Domain decomposition refers to spatially partitioning the computational domain. The domain 
size of n x n is sliced it into m small regions, each region having size n/m x n. Each region is 
assigned to a processor, thereby reducing computation load and enhancing performance; 
however, this region needs to exchange information with its neighbors, and communication load 
increases, with additional message complexity of 0(2n). Therefore, there are tradeoffs also 
for domain decomposition, and the final performance depends on the relative effects of both 
factors. Figure 10 shows the changes of speedup ratio with number of processors and domain 
size for the shelterbelt model. The curve with squares is for the domain size of (128+2) x 
(64+2), and the curve with solid circles is for the domain size of (256+2)x(128+2). As shown 
from the figure, speedup increases with increasing number of processors. For small number of 
processors, the curves are close to the ideal line; but, with the increasing number of processors, 
the curves depart from the ideal line, and the performance gains slow down, especially for small 
domain size. This is the result of tradeoffs between reduced computation load and increased 
communication load after the domain is decomposed. When the number of processors is small 
or the domain is large, the reduced computation dominates. When the number of processors is 
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large, each processor processes only a few grids, the performance gains are limited, but the 
increased communications dominate. We achieved very good load balancing (>0.90, table 
omitted) with domain decomposition parallelism. The load balance ratio improves slightly with 
large number of processors. 
Summary and Future Applications 
Takle and Kao (1998) have outlined a conceptual model for linking physical processes over 
many spatial scales in simulating plants, soil, and climate in fully interacting natural systems. 
The capability of simulating local and incremental momentum extraction within a vegetative 
canopy in a non-hydrostatic model of the non-neutral atmospheric boundary layer provides an 
essential link for simulating physical interactions in heterogeneous plant ecosystems. Correct 
representation of drag produces the proper pressure fields in and around the vegetative barrier, 
which then enables mean and turbulent flow fields to be properly represented. An 
understanding of the turbulent motions produced by a single component of a plant community 
permits quantification of advective effects that are critical to such interactions. Extensions to 
non-neutral flow bring complications relating to incremental light interception by the barrier, 
which are yet to be resolved in a boundary layer model. However, this is of secondary 
importance to the advances that now are possible in simulating energy budgets, including soil 
moisture, over surfaces' represented by heterogeneous plant communities. 
Applications now possible using the techniques described in this paper include transport 
of particles and passive scalars through heterogeneous vegetation. Impact of vegetation on 
particulate transport, movement of pesticides, dispersion of agricultural or industrial odors, drift 
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patterns of aerial sprays, and movement of spores or pollen all can be simulated with additional 
precision. Simulations of pollination processes for crop breeding involving conventional or 
genetically altered materials can be done in advance of, or perhaps even in place of, more costly, 
time consuming, and controversial field experiments. Agricultural techniques for conserving 
soil moisture now can be assessed numerically given the ability to more accurately simulate 
heterogeneous evaporation and crop transpiration due to a knowledge of lateral as well as 
vertical mean and turbulent transport processes in such environments. Evaluating alternative 
management strategies may be done for manipulating microclimates in agricultural, 
horticultural, or forest environments to create more favorable environments for plant growth and 
yield. The ability to represent large pressure gradients in two-phase systems renders such a 
model applicable to simulation of regions of strong convection as in forest fires (Clark 1996). 
The impact of global climate change on plants, animals, and humans is experienced at 
the local, rather than regional or global scale. Dynamical downscaling of global climate change 
to regional scales has been achieved by use of regional climate models (Wang et al 1997e). A 
microscale climate model with ability to simulate non-neutral effects completes the downscaling 
hierarchy and allows impacts of global changes to be interpreted in local agricultural, forest, and 
natural ecosystems. 
Finally, models, such as is described in this paper are readily adaptable for execution on 
the latest generation of parallel computers, thereby promoting rapid advances in understanding 
managed and natural heterogeneous plant systems. 
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Figure la. Flow pattern (unseparated flow) for medium-dense shelterbelt or windbreak 
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Figure lb. Flow pattern (separated flow) for dense: shelterbelt or windbreak 
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Figure 4. Wind direction rotation across shelterbelts 
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Figure 6. Perturbed pressure around shelterbelts of different shapes 
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Figure 7. Wind reduction for shelterbelts of different densities 
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Figure 8. Momentum budget for flow through shelterbelt 
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Figure 10. Speed up ratio and its change with domain size and 
the number of processors in a cluster 
